Functional and gene expression analysis of the p53 signaling pathway in clear cell sarcoma of the kidney and congenital mesoblastic nephroma.
Mutation of p53 has been implicated in progression of classical Wilms tumor (WT) into the anaplastic variant (AWT), drug resistance, and poor prognosis. Because of prognostic similarities, clear cell sarcoma of the kidney (CCSK) has been classified with AWT and other aggressive pediatric renal tumors, apart from congenital mesoblastic nephroma (CMN), which is instead a relatively benign tumor of neonates. Initially, CCSK and CMN were assumed to be ontologically related, but the role of p53 in the pathogenesis of either disease has not been sufficiently evaluated as in AWT. We examined the status of p53 in CMN and CCSK in comparison to AWT by immunohistochemistry and mRNA analysis of p53, the downstream effector p21(WAF-1/CIP-1) ( p21), the multidrug resistance gene MDR-1, a putative target of p53, and the p53-antagonist Mdm-2. Surprisingly, strong p53 nuclear immunoreactivity was found in cultures from two CMN specimens, but not in frozen or fixed tumor tissue from five other CMN specimens, nor in cell lines or tumor tissue from CCSK. Sequence analysis excluded p53 mutations. The size of the p53 mRNA in CMN and CCSK primary tumors excluded gross deletions or rearrangements. Low levels of Mdm-2 mRNA in CCSK and CMN primary tumors and cultures did not support a role for Mdm-2. Absence of MDR-1 mRNA excluded MDR-1 in the drug-resistant phenotype of CCSK. Cisplatin-induced p21 transactivation assays and G(1) cell cycle arrest analyses showed that p21 transactivation and G(1) arrest occurred in both CCSK and CMN cultures, demonstrating integrity of the p53 signal transduction pathway. Absence of p53 functional abnormalities excluded relationships between CCSK and CMN as in AWT, supporting the association of cellular CMN with congenital fibrosarcomas as more recently proposed.